
• Onsite Data Preservation / 

Imaging

• Cell Phone Acquisition & Analysis

• Computer Usage Reconstruction

• Internet History Analysis

• Social Media Discovery

• Deleted Data Analysis

• Data Recovery

• Expert Witness Testimony

Welcome to the 
Human Side of Tech

To Request More Information  / 1.877.840.4357 / www.tcdi.com

Collection Capabilities

TCDI’s collection capabilities encompass the full range of 
data, including desktop computers, servers, databases 
and other devices such as flash drives, phones, websites, 
network shares, and cloud based platforms. TCDI can 
also conduct searches of computing systems across a 
network by file name, keywords, deleted files, date, path, 
security permissions, file system type, file signature, and 
many other metadata fields. We will make sure that your 
evidence is preserved and documented following all 
relevant federal guidelines, so your digital evidence will 

be admissible in a court of law. 

Our Team
Our team takes a collaborative approach and is dedicated to working closely with clients to identify 

their specific needs and deliver customized results. TCDI has the optimal blend of technical and legal 

professionals who have handled hundreds of matters involving electronically stored information and 

are responsive to even the most urgent requests.

Our industry leading certifications such as EnCase Certified Examiner (EnCE), Access Data Certified 

Examiner, and GIAC Certified Examiner reflect our dedication to providing high quality service. In 

addition, we are adept at providing expert testimony to verify authenticity.

Forensic Services:

In today’s digitized world, evidence is rarely preserved on paper. The 
good news is that electronic data, which can be from any digital asset 
or data storing entity, often leaves a deeper trail than paper.

Because so many business records and other types of information 
that may become evidence are stored digitally, the foundation of 
every case is the proper collection of electronically stored information 
(ESI). At TCDI, we know precisely how to discover and collect digital 
evidence.

Our dedicated team of experts brings a hands-on approach to our 
state-of-the-art forensic technology and methodologies, to collect 
evidence in a defensible manner, to provide you with an unwavering 
feeling of certainty and safety.

Digital Forensics


